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The Allan Herschell 3-Abreast Carousel, manufactured c. 1916 by the Allan
Herschell Carousel Company of North Tonawanda, New York, is located in a
newly constructed pavilion in the Chase Palm Park of Santa Barbara, California.
The carousel was placed into operation at this site in June of 1999. The carousel
is 40 feet in diameter, has a 19 foot wooden center pole at its core, and supports
35 jumping style hand carved wooden horses along with two hand carved wooden
chariots. The chariots have two benches each and are carved in a decidedly "art
deco" styling. The carousel has 14 lighted rounding boards connected by 14
lighted wooden shield covers. Each shield possesses a different hand carved
wooden masque at its center. Hanging from the inner sweeps are a double row of
scenery panels, which serve to conceal the working machinery parts. Recorded
band organ music is played to accompany the 3 minute ride. After acquiring
the carousel in 1990, the current owners restored the horses and machine in 1999
back to its historically accurate appearance after years of neglect in its former
amusement park location. The carousel was first known to have been in outdoor
operation in an amusement park on the east coast prior to 1970. Many alterations
to the original carousel were made there, and the machine's maintenance was
greatly neglected. In 1970, Seaport Village in San Diego, California purchased
the carousel and placed it into storage. After ten years of non-operation, Seaport
Village believed the cost of restoration was to high and placed the carousel up for
sale. The current owners purchased the machine, and in 1997, an extensive
restoration on the carousel to return it to its historical accuracy and primary
function as an operating carousel was begun.
Architecturally, the carousel has a 40 foot diameter platform. Originally, the
carousel had a slotted platform which had spaces between the wooden planks.
This flooring was replaced in 1999 due to unsafe patching and wood rot on the
original floor. To eliminate the hazard of shoe heels catching between the slotted
planks, and to make the platform sound; a new floor of solid clear fir was
constructed to replace the original. The carousel is of American manufacture, and
rotates in a counter-clockwise direction. The carousel has an electric motor for its
drive system, and a hydraulic fluid clutch to gearbox chain drive, which engages a
cheese-wheel, which in turn rotates the ring gear under the sweeps. The horses'
jumping action is achieved via an overhead crank method where the horse's
upward height is determined by the upward height of the u-shaped crank from
which the horse is hung. The pole on which the horse is hung does not go beneath
the platform. The carousel prior to 1970 operated with an electric motor using an
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open gearing mechanism. The 1997 restoration replaced that motor with a 5
horsepower electric motor and a push button start mechanism as is required by
safety codes in California. The motor and core mechanism is also enclosed in a
wooden box enclosure as is required for safety. These changes are not historically
accurate, but are necessary for carousels to operate for the public, and allow the
carousel to do its historical function of providing entertainment to its riders.
The core of the carousel is its 19 foot high poplar wood center pole which is
mounted on a wooden "X" shaped stabilizing base. An "A" frame assembly of
metal rods from the center pole supports the drive shafts and gear assembly. The
rods attach to the tops of beams or arms called "sweeps" which divide the
machine into sections. Wooden spreader bars separate the sweeps for stability.
These spreader bars carry the crankshafts, which allow the horses to raise and fall
as the carousel turns. The carousel's center pole, sweeps, braces, machinery
timbers, rims, and panels are constructed of wood, and are original to this
carousel. With the exception of the motor itself, replaced in 1999, the original
machinery, including the cheese wheel, gears, crankshafts, and rods is still intact
and functioning.
The carousel's east coast operation was in an outdoor location for an
undetermined number of years. It suffered from years of neglect and alterations
from its original form. The original rim or cresting of the carousel is made up of
wooden panels called rounding boards, and the original framework of these pieces
have been retained and restored in 1999. The original painted scenes on the
rounding boards had been stripped and painted over prior to 1970, and the interior
panels had been replaced with particle board and repainted scenes. In 1999, the
particle board was removed and replaced with more historically correct wood
panels. Oil painted scenes have been reproduced onto the new panels in the style
typically used during this era on Allan Herschell carousels. Wood rot had taken
its toll on half of the shield covers by 1970, and in the 1999 restoration, these
were replaced with shields cut from hard wood in the exact design as the
originals. The original hand carved wooden masques were saved and restored in
1999. The original scenery panel frames again grace the carousel. The original
oil paintings had been destroyed prior to 1970 and replaced with particle boards
painted with geometric designs common to amusement park decorations of the
1960's. In 1999, the deteriorated panels were removed and replaced with oil
paintings on canvas as was customary on carousels. Original oil paintings of the
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era did not fair well at the hands of park owners, or with the march of time. Many
paintings were destroyed by being painted over when they faded with age, or were
damaged by weather. Those original paintings that have survived require expert
handling and expensive restoration. Many amusement operators simply replaced
or painted over old paintings to match the current color schemes.
The original lighting on the carousel was replaced prior to 1970 by modern
fluorescent tube strips under the rounding boards and the sweeps. The 1997
restoration removed these fixtures, and replaced them with the historically
accurate porcelain sockets and clear bulbs under the rounding boards, sweeps,
shields, and around the scenery panels.
The carousel's horses, all hand carved from poplar wood, have painted wooden
eyes, carved tails, and most possess characteristically boxy faces and tucked front
legs. Each horse is "shod" with metal cast horseshoes, also a trademark of
Allan Herschell carousels. All the horses on the carousel are original to the
machine. In 1997, the horses under went an extensive restoration. Layers of old
park paint were removed as the original paint had long since been removed. The
horses were made sound and repainted. Historically, carousel painters used a lead
based paint called Japan paint. They were bright primary colors that were mixed
to the desired shade. The idea was to attract riders from a distance, and show off
the carving of the animals. Today, Japan paint is not available as is any lead
based paint. The colors used on this carousel are based on the bright and colorful
use of enamels to show off the original carvings rather than the muted antiqued
paints to indicate the figure's age. Historically, the horses had metal bridle bits,
and stirrups attached to leather straps and then attached onto the horse. These
have been removed during the restoration as they cause severe damage to the
wooden figures.
Along with the carved horses on this carousel are two very elaborately hand
carved poplar wood chariots. Each has double bench seating. Originally, the
seats had leather covers filled with horsehair for cushioning. Years of outside use
and neglect caused the need to remove the original cushions. The seats have been
replaced with clear fir benches and no cushions, as the new location is on the sea
shore, and salt air is not compatible with fabric cushions. The first of these
remarkable chariots has a sea dragon being ridden by a female "Viking" image in
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a very art deco styling. The second chariot is itself a "chariot" with a lovely and
delicately carved seated lady at the rear of the piece. Both chariots are deeply and
intricately carved, and very unusual for an Allan Herschell carousel.
All original pieces, which had to be removed for safety reasons, or because of
extensive damage have been retained and are in storage at the International
Museum of Carousel Art's warehouse located in Hood River, Oregon.
Upon completion of the restoration, the carousel was placed back into operation
in June of 1 999 in a park setting inside its own specially designed pavilion in
Santa Barbara's Chase Palm Park, California. For the first time in over 20 years,
the Allan Herschell 3-Abreast Carousel was again bringing enjoyment to the
public as was its original intent. The newly constructed pavilion is of a mission
styling and was made to blend into the surrounding community. It is open on all
sides, and is situated in a landscaped forecourt within an extensive park featuring
a lagoon. The pavilion was designed in a manner which reproduces the spirit of a
traditional carousel building, but makes no attempt to replicate a historic
structure.
The pavilion was designed by CearnaJ Architects, Santa Barbara, California; and
was built by Melchiori Construction Company, Santa Barbara, California. The
wood frame carousel housing structure is a white stucco, 3600 square foot,
octagonal building built on a concrete foundation. It has eight roll-up doors, a flat
built-up roof, and is 30 feet high at the front parapet.
Carousels, in America commonly called "merry-go-rounds" are mechanically
driven amusement devises in which circular, moveable platforms fitted with
wooden animals carry riders in a counter-clockwise rotation pattern. Their history
dates back to Europe where smaller but similar devises were used to train
horsemen for battle. From 1885 onward, the carousel was a popular fixture at
public parks, fairs, and carnivals. In the historic period 1875-1935, the horses
and other figures were invariably assembled and carved by hand. Modern
replacement figures typically are made of fiberglass, thus, the period 1875-1935 is
considered the "golden age" of carousel craftsmanship. This carousel is of that
era and is a fine example of that craftsmanship.
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The Allan Herschell 3-Abreast Park Carousel is a handcrafted carousel of
American manufacture presently operating in the state of California. The carousel
dates c. 1916, made during the period which spans much of the last half of the
golden age of carousels (1835-1935), and the heyday of the American amusement
parks. The carousel meets National Register Criterion C as a well-preserved
example of a recreational genre illustrative of the development of animal carving
as a "functional" art form wherein the carvers competed to create the most novel
and colorful attractions. The carousel is also eligible under Criterion C as it has
been moved within its traditional setting, and is now situated within an exhibition
building in a city park. The carousel retains its historical features, and retains its
integrity of design, materials, feeling, and function.
The nominated Allan Herschel carousel is one of the largest known machines
produced by the Allan Herschell Company, and possesses some of the rarest
outside row jumping horses in current operation.
Allan Herschell (1851-1927), founder of Armitage-Herschell, Herschell-Spillman,
and Spillman Engineering Carousel companies, was forced into retirement by
Edward Spillman in 1911. In 1915, Allan Herschell came out of retirement to
form his own carousel company in direct competition to his former partner. Allan
Herschel started his plant in North Tonawanda, New York. The building exists
today as a museum to Allan Herschell's carvings. During 1915-1927, the Allan
Herschell Company specialized in small 2 and 3 row transportable" carousels. It
is believed only four park style carousels were made during this time making the
nominated machine extremely rare. Due to its size and massively carved outer
row of horses, the nominated carousel would require a permanent or fixed site
location giving it the status of a "park" carousel. Allan Herschell retired again in
1923 for health reasons and died in 1927.
Allan Herschell notably produced many 2 and 3 row carousels mostly for the
traveling fair circuits. The rarity of the nominated carousel is visible in the outer
row of hand carved horses placed on this particular carousel. The horses exhibit
very deep carvings, elaborately detailed trappings, and many possess
uncommonly gentle faces, not normally associated with Alien Herschell carvings.
At this time in the carousel industry, many carvers from other companies were
moving from shop to shop to obtain employment. Though designed by Alien
Herschell, the first and second row of horses on the nominated carousel show
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carving traits greatly influenced by styles attributed to noted carvers from
Spillman Engineering Company, Daniel Muller and Leo Zoller. These unique
traits include: very large and animated tassels; "cross-hatch" carvings on the
trappings; realism of blankets folds and cinching "puckering"; and exacting
details in belts and buckles. Also, found on this carousel are rare roach-manned
horses, and the use of animal "pelts" for saddles.
Research has found no other operating Allan Herschell 3-Abreast Park Carousel
possessing outside row carved wooden horses of this caliber. The nominated
carousel was owned by Seaport Village, San Diego, California; where after ten
years of never having been operated; it was sold to the current owners in 1990.
The carousel was believed to have operated in an amusement park on the east
coast prior to its purchase by Seaport Village, but no documentation exists with
any more accurate information. In 1999, the carousel was placed in operation in
Chase Palm Park, Santa Barbara, California. Neither the carousel's physical
character nor its artistic qualities have been altered or affected by its move. The
carousel is designed to be moved and has done so several times during its historic
use. Though a park is a traditional location for operating a carousel, a historically
appropriate setting for a carousel is anywhere where people can come and enjoy
its purpose as "functional art". A great many historic wooden carousels were
designed as "portables". The carousel's historic significance is not dependant on
its location in the degree that any location that provides ridership allows the
carousel to pursue its historic function as an amusement ride.
Carousel makers were part of the Industrial Revolution, and were instrumental in
the creation of many different drive systems and mechanical devices. Not only
did carousels become the "star" attraction of amusement parks, the parks
themselves became significant social gathering places around the turn of the
century. The advent of electricity brought about a rapid change in the lifestyle of
many Americans in the early 1900's. The population shifted from a rural society
to a society of city dwellers working in the newly established factories. This
influx of people in the cities brought about the development of the rail and trolley
systems needed to move them about. Carousels evolved on a grander scale in
America than anywhere else because of the creation of recreational areas where
fixed site carousels could be operated. Amusement parks were linked with the
commercial motives of interurban rail companies. It was obvious that operating
the rail system seven days a week would be more profitable than five or six days,
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and factory weary workers craved diversion from their weekly grind. Amusement
parks were developed at the end of trolley lines were land was cheap, and they
soon flourished. Carousels, among the main attractions, grew in size at these
locations. Carousel artists and craftsmen indulged their creativity. Popular
designs were copied, and carvers moved from shop to shop. Wood was their
medium, and their talent is not likely to be duplicated by many today.
The growing popularity of carousels gave rise to several carving companies eager
to meet the demand for figures and machines. Each carver strived to outdo his
competitor, and it was the spirited competition, some believe, which was
responsible for the emergence of the original amusement park ride as a significant
art form. This nominated Allan Herschell Carousel is among those created at this
time in our history.
American carousels, which exceeded 10,000 in their heyday, have become much
reduced in number since their production slowed with the onset of the Depression
and World War I. In recent years, many machines have been dismantled for sale
of the carved animals as collector items. According to a census maintained by the
National Carousel Association, fewer than 300 carousels remain in operation in
America today; by some accounts, fewer than 160. The true significance of a
carousel may well be the fact that it has survived use and abuse, and can still
perform its historic function to provide a moment out of time and shear
enjoyment. This Allan Herschell 3-Abreast Carousel has been doing this for over
80 years, and with care, will be doing it for another 80 years.
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Verbal Boundary Description

Commencing at the SE corner of Garden Street and Cabrillo
Blvd., thence ME aprox. 270 feet to the center of the
carousel, thence in a,-radius of aprox. 40 feet in a 360
degree circle to encompass the carousel, its mounting pad,
and it's 3600 square foot exhibition building within the
City of Santa Barbara's Chase Palm Park, Santa Barbara,
California.

Boundary Justification
The nominated area of 3600 square feet includes the carousel
and its non-historic exhibition building.
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GRADING AND DRAINAGE PLAN
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ALLAN HERSCHELL 3-ABREAST PARK CAROUSEL

Chase Palm Park
223 E. Cabrillo Blvd.
Santa Barbara, California 93101
Santa Barbara County

